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Message From the
Troll Dens

We still have not come to a conclusion on which font we should use in our publications,
so I am moving ahead with Garamond Book Condensed.  I am sure that this will be of
great concern to those of you out there who have trouble reading this font.  Worry not,
for what you are reading is really of little import and the time you have spent reading
thus far would probably have been better spent staring at a brick wall.  And don’t go
underestimating brick walls, many a great men have beat their heads against them,
slammed up against them and beat them down.  You see, bricks come in various sizes
and shapes, colors and textures, patterns and arrangements that make them really fun
to look at.  For really brilliant brick-work check out some mid to late victorian era
brick houses in England.  Especially notable are those houses belonging to the aristoc-
racy.  I even hear that a
yellow-brick was once
constructed to lead the
lackluster to the City of Em-
eralds.  The rather drab
brick-work of latter 20th
century American make
are little worth the effort so
be sure to avoid them - if
you can.

On to more important
things... What has hap-
pened in the Troll Dens of late.  Well, I finished my chili.  Mmmmmmmm,
scrupdileiscious good.  Steve has begun yelling at me again.  Work, work, work work.
Yeah, whatever.  Todd is busilly staring at me wondering if I am working or scouring the
internet for the latest tidbits of news concerning our very own time-of-troubles.  Little
does he know that my information scouring is just a cover for my true passion - staring
at brick walls.

We have actually accomplished something this week.  The “World Builders Guide” and
“Blood Royal” are now finshed and should be in stores by the time you begin perusing
this volume of vacuous madness.  Furthermore, “By Shadow of Night” and “Winter
Runes” are both on time and should be released in February.  Follwoing that is “The
Book of Familiars” and some other project, the name of which slips my mind at the
moment.

A new year is also rolling in upon us.  One might say it is crashing or perhaps collapsing
upon us.  Whatever your verb of choice may be, I, and all us little trollies wish each and
every one of you the happiest, grandest, most exciting, fulfilling, delightful, mesmeriz-
ing, tantilizing, titllating, beguiling, and wealth accumulating, NEW YEAR ever.
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Next Months Artist of the Month, Josh Strickland.  Due to spacing con-
straints and sheer laziness on the part of the editor this weeks readers
are being short shrifted  on the artist of the month  column.  Worry not,
next week I wshall dutifully revisit the
column and actually place
some art in the Seeker for you
to peruse.

In the time being this warrior and her
‘familiar’ should suffice to whet your
appetites and make you thirsty for
more art of the same nature.

Anyway, this freekin thing is free
so quit complaining. - ohh thats just
me, sorry.



Movie Review
Davis Chenault

Claudia Schiffer and the Perfectly Fit Abs
Now, I can imagine you all looking at the title of this week’s movie review
and saying to youselves, “What?”  Maybe you are saying something else,
I don’t know.  But I imagine you questioning my selection for a movie
review.  Perhaps you are even questioning whether or not what I am re-
viewing is even a movie.  Worry not, read on and I shall put all your wor-
ries and misgivings to rest - or not.

So here it is the new year and I have to do a movie review.  I could have
picked something like Solaris, Die Another Day or even Gangs of New
York.  But really, what does that have to do with the new year.  Nothing!
But Claudia Schiffer has everything to do with the new year.

Traditionally in America, the new year is time to sum up your llife, realize
what a miserable failure you are and make a resolution or series of
resoultions to rectify the problem.  These are, of course and traditionally,
summarily ignored.

Well, I made a New Years resolution.  Since I started working for TLG, I
have put on some 30 pounds of blubber.  I now weigh in the range of 2,000
lbs.  That may not sound like a lot, but for those of you who have not met
me, I am only three feet tall (well 2’11and 1/4”  if you want to get techni-
cal).  So I am now wider than I am tall.

I have decide to rectify that situation.  I intend to diet, work out, and get in
a lot of fist fights over the next year.  In order to manage this, I need
direction and motivation.  So I rolled over to the cabinet, grabbed a few of
my wife’s workout videos, and bounced back to the couch to watch and
learn.  Much like Lord of the rings, this is a trilogy; Perfectly Fit Legs,
Perfectly Fit Abs and Perfectly fit Buns.

Now this is a truly mesmerizing series of films that puts all other trilogies
to shame.  Yes I mean Lord of the Rings, Star Wars, and the My Man Flint
duology.  The cinematography is astounding, the sets seem so real, the
dialog so cerebral and the plot is so breathtakingly poignant it left me in
sweat and tears.

The sets are really spectacular.  Our heroine in this struggle against indo-
lence and fatty tissue must make her way from the isles of Greece, to the
heart of Prague, then on to Saville with a stop over in gay Paris.  Then on
to Barbados and Costa rica and finally Bali.  Along the way she faces
indomitable challenges from crunch monsters, leg lifting traps and bicep
curling creatures - to name just a few.

It is such a mesmerizing film, I actually found myself attempting to ape the
actions of our heroine at large.  I wanted to live the free life, breathe the
clean air and have nicely shaped buns.  But, as with most films, I could not
live out the actions of the protagonaist.  I could only watch in muscle
aching horror at her physical shenanigans and continent jumping.  After
all, I am only a three foot tall, 200 lbs leprochaun living in a dingy, dis-
carded envelope behind the post office.

So, what of this resolution and movie one might ask one’s self if one were
so inclined to ask one’s self one thing at any one moment.  The movie(s)
are astounding.  But do not get too drawn into the plot development lest
you find yourself doing push-ups, sit-ups, leg-lifts, curls and other essen-
tially time and energy consuming things.  Sit back, relax and enjoy the
show uninterupted.

As for myself, I think I am beginning to look like Claudia Schiffer.

An Interview with
Sauron

Ok, where did we leave off... Oh yeah.

Davis:  So, lets move on to another subject.

Sauron: Make it quick, there are some pesky hairy feeted squirts making
amess in my front yard.

D: There is this rumor about some rings.  Rings of PowerRings of PowerRings of PowerRings of PowerRings of Power, I think they are
called.  It is my understanding that they...

S:  Always the Rings,  blah blah blah.  What’s with you people and these
stupid rings.  Look, here’s the deal.  I made some nice little baubles to give
to my x-enemies as a gift, sorta a piece offering, a grand apology if you
will, and now, all I hear is how horrible and scary they are.  Ohhhh scare
me with a little band of gold.  Gracious me, get a grip, its just a ring.  Talk
about looking a gift Oliphant in the mouth.  And those elves, will they
ever let it drop?  No, on and on and on they drone.  If they used half the
time they spent whining about those rings and ‘the coming darkness’ build-
ing lamps and making their own jewelry we wouldn’t be in the predica-
ment today.

D:  Well, not meaning to be disagreeable, but the ring - your ring espe-
cially - has some very powerful side affects.

S:  You talking about the hair thing.  I know, its sorta like a bug in the
system.  My apologies to Smeagol, but I could never really get that kink
worked out.

D:  Not really, I was more concerned with the...

S:  The skin thing.  Hey, my complexion has always been bad so I never
really noticed the graying and warty affect.  Again, my hats off to Smeagol.
But I tried to fix that problem.  I brought the little bugger here a few
mmonths ago and gave him a mud treatment and sent him to my personal
skin care center.  And before you start in on this, the only way to get rid of
nasty boils is with a red hot poker!

D:  There seems to a little more to it than these side affects.  They are just
superficial anyway.  The real side affects occur on the inside...

S:  Hey, I though everyone would be happy with the invisibility thing.
You know, it took a long time and a lot of research to get that thing
going.And the side benefit is that you can see me where ever you are.  I
though that was a nice touch.  Sadly, due to a smelting glitch I can only see
you early in the morning, after my coffee.

D:  Look you nimwit, I am talking about the evil influence of the ring.
How it binds the wearer under your power and makes them do all types of
crazy things like pounding fish on rocks and squirlling around screeching
‘my precious, my precious.’  You know, your effort to bind all the elves,
dwarves and men under your power.

S:  Hey knock the attitude or I’ll smash you!  Look, so there is a little of
me in the ring.  You know, being my creations it was not to put a little of
me inthere.  But do you really think I want those absent minded, ill man-
nered, overweening toady dwarves in my army?  How about those silken
pajama wearing, prancing and dancing elvish snobs doing sing alongs while
my armies advance forward?  You think I want them in my army.  If they
were all on my side who would I kill?



WWWWWorld Buildingorld Buildingorld Buildingorld Buildingorld Building
In celebration of the now released “World Buiulder,” I have decided to offer
up a column on world building.  This is advice and nothing more. I do not
purport to be an expert nor an astronaut.  I am merely human and not just a
number.  I have designed a few campaign settings/worlds and helped design a
few others, so I have a little experience - but ya know what they say, a little
knowledge is a dangerous thing.

So first off, I would like to point out there is no tried and true method from
which to choose.  There are several books covering the subject but none of
them do so in great detail.  The reason is that the process is complex, long,
tedious and not linear.  It is like a tangled web and ever growing number of
feedback loops are used to create the final product.  As such, I will deposit
my opinions like so much flotsam and jetsam found on the top of a stagnant
pond for your perusal.

Building a world is like cooking an elaborate meal.  You head toward the
kitchen hungry as an oxe after a days labor on the farm with an idea of a
massive steak (I know, oxes are vegetarians), some sweet golden corn, a big
ole baked potato smothered in butter and sour cream, some green beans,
black eyed peas, a glass of really fattening milk and rolls.  So you start out
with an idea, a conception, a hope and a dream for your campaign setting.
Ideally this conforms at least minimally to your players hopes and dreams,
but if not, so be it.

You need to decide many things at this point.  Is the setting high fantasy
(Middle Earth) or low fantasy (Thieves World) (assuming its even fantasy), is
it gritty (Warhammer) or clean (Shannara books) or some mixture in between?
Then you also need to know if the campaigns you want to run are epic (Elric)
or mundane (Conan).  All these things have to be considered.  To get a grasp
of this think of some random inhabitant of this world.  Just a schmoe.  What
is the yokel doing, what is his village like, do you imagine him covered in
grime, sweat and animal refuse or do you see him as tall, handsome and
somewhat like a model for GQ.  This will give you a starting point.  The
world does not have to be fixed but the idea should be there.

So you walk into the kitchen and viola, you realize that you are trying to cook
up beef stroganoff and you’ve never cooked anything more complicated than
a cheese sandwich.  No biggy.  Just figure out how to braise the beef, turn on
the oven and mix flower with beef broth to make gravy.  By this I mean you
should figure out how your world is going to work.  Regarding this, remem-
ber, this is a fantasy setting (noted) and that the laws of physics/evolution/
geology what-have-you do not necessarily apply here (Gnomes DO NOT
exist).

This is real dicey.  When reading a book, especially fantasy novels, there is
the concept of suspension of disbelief.  The setting and story have to have a
logic and consistency to make it believable and enjoyable (this is just a side
affect of being human).  How much of those laws of physics and geology you
care to incorporate is entirely up to you, but whatever you choose, make sure
it makes sense and is consistently applied (the only exception here would be
those truly chaotic worlds where there is no rhyme nor reason to anything,
but these settings get tedious).  One must create a world in which the players
are able to suspend their disbelief.

An example of this can be drawn from some modules produced in the early
days of Dungeons and Dragons.  In several dungeons one could find ancient
red dragons living in 50x50 ft cubicles and next door to some weird ice
elementals.  What???  When starting play these things are never questioned,
but as one develops as a player and DM, they do come into question.  So
those types of modules disappeared or had a very short life span.

So pick a type of setting and begin to ground out its nature.  More later!

The
World Builder

The Most controversial book to hit the stands since the arrival of
“catcher in the Rye.”  Endless controversies abound and the nature
of its impact on gaming culture is now being debated across the land.
It has even reached the highest gaming court in the land.  We encour-
age supporters and detractors alike to examine this mighty tome and
learn for themsleves the impact it has had on the gaming community.
It has turned the world on its head and bats are now swimming and
cows flying.

In all seriousness.  This hefty tome of information is now available at
local gaming stores and through the TLG office itself.  Please check it
out.  Its a mighty mighty testament to one authors search for details!
Dan Cross has recently commented upon the product...

“World building in a
fantasy game has a lot
to do with describing
the surroundings of
the player characters
in great depth and de-
tail. This book facili-
tates this facet of de-
sign, and I believe it
serves well as a brain-
storming aid.

The basic outline on
how to apply the stuff
in the book is in the
foreword and
introduction...and the
foreword reads:”

" ‘The utility of this
book extends beyond a

mere catalog of everyday facts and things common to a fantasy milieu
based mainly on the historical medieval and Renaissance periods.
The chapters are arranged thematically, listing items from the mun-
dane to the arcane in categories useful to one building a fantasy world,
campaign, or an adventure from scratch.

Thus an author or game master can refer to these lists to add color,
description, depth, and incredible detail to his fantasy world. For
example, this book aids in determining the characteristics of a city,
detailing the basic construction materials of each building according
to style, then in choosing the contents of myriad room types and ap-
purtenant structures—castle, house, manor, palace, etc. With this
book, one can realistically describe the features of the wilderness, pick-
ing tree types by biome, developing regional maps in accordance with
true earth-science, learn the value of metals as a true metal-smith
(ordinary to magical), describe alchemical brews according to exten-
sive hermetic lore, and so on.

Also included are several sections of “facts,” all stuff common to the
fantasy genre: spells and traps, archaic terms and nomenclature, all
information easily extrapolated into any existing game system.’”

Expect more products in the Gyagxian Fantasy serieswith contribu-
tions from Gary Gygax, Dan Cross and others.



The Lament of Lliomyhr
Bjorn Strohecker

Lliomyhr sat at his table with trembling hands and an absent look in his
eyes.  ‘No, I will not join you on your journey this time.  In fact, I never
will again.’  he said as the two armoured figures approached him.

Thoralf and Berronar were staggered.  They had hired the old ranger at
least a dozen times in the last few years.  His keen eyes and his mighty
bow had saved their lives more than once during their joint trips through
the wilderness of their homeland and they considered the elf a friend more
than a mere hireling.  He looked pale and the dark rings under his eyes
were hard to ignore.  They had not seen him for over six months and the
news of his wife’s death had only reached them minutes before they entered
the Green Leaf Inn.

‘Is it about Lauriella?’  Thoralf asked.  ‘We’ve just heard
the news!  We’re so sorry, old pal!  How did that happen?
Is your little son alright?’  The brawny fighter took a seat
right next to his friend and softly touched his shoulder.
‘You wanna talk about it, buddy?’

Lliomyhr sighed.  ‘No, not really.’  His left hand
clutched Lauriella’s amulet under the table.

‘C’mon! You know that it sometimes helps to talk
with friends.’  The dwarf set his mug of ale down
on the table and took the last vacant chair.  ‘What
happened?’

‘Are you sure you want to know?’ replied the elf.

‘You know we care, don’t you?’  Berronar asked
more rhetorically. ‘Of course we want to know!’

‘Alright!  You asked for it.’  Lliomyhr uttered.  ‘It
was a warm and sunny day, not six weeks ago.’  he
began in a low voice.  ‘Lauriella and I had packed a few things, because we
wanted to take our son out for a couple of days in the woods.  It is never
too early to learn from the miracles that nature has provided us, or so we
thought.  In any case, we travelled all day and  I was overjoyed, because
this was the first opportunity in months Lauriella and I could spend some
fair days together with our beloved son.’

He paused and quickly wiped away a tear from his eye before he continued.
He seemed to age with every word he spoke.

‘I was so focussed on my wife and son that I failed to see the warnings.
We must have passed the horrid poles only minutes before I noticed
something moving in the woods ahead of us.  If I only had seen the poles!
I would never have gone any further with my wife and son in my company.’
The old ranger paused once more and took a long draught from his ale.
Tears ran down his cheeks freely now and he seemed to talk to a person
that was not there.

‘Before I had the time to give any further thought to the movement in front
of us, a band of four ugly, drooling ogres broke out of the woods and
caught us.  The poles!  The damn poles!  Ogre territory!  How could I have
missed them!  Run, Lauriella, run!  I cried with my son in his cradle on my
back.  We started back down the path we had come and were gaining yards.
Suddenly I heard Lauriella cry out just behind me.  She had tripped over a

gnarled root and fallen.  I stopped and turned to help her up.  I could see
from her face that she was in great pain.  No! No! she yelled.  It’s my ankle!
It’s broken!  Save our son!  May the gods be with you, save our son!  I
knew she was right.  We would have no chance of escaping the closing
ogres if I had to carry her, too.  Lauriella! Get up! We can make it!  I
screamed near panic.  Save our son!  Save our son!  Run!’

Lliomyhr closed his eyes.  ‘I know what ogres do to elves when they catch
us alive.’

‘I drew my bow and did what I had to do.’  He paused again.  ‘I gave her a
clean death.  My son and I escaped.  But at what price?  At what price?’

Thoralf and Berronar did not say a word for a long time.  Before they left
they wished their old friend well.  They knew that his adventuring days
had come to an end.

Want to Know more aboutWant to Know more aboutWant to Know more aboutWant to Know more aboutWant to Know more about
Ogres!Ogres!Ogres!Ogres!Ogres!

New ProductNew ProductNew ProductNew ProductNew Product
Troll Lord Games is proud to announce its first Horde Book.
This line of books details various Hordes that criss-cross Erde
or your own world.  This book, tentatively entitled “The Cudgels
of Vhapragg” or “The Prophecy of Doom,” details ogre hordes.
The book contains source material on ogres (some of which

is presented in The Seeker - previous and upcoming
editions) and an adventure to rock your gaming world.  I

pass the mantle on the Bjorn Strohecker to tell the tale
in its making.

“Now, what can I tell you about this? First of all I'm
really excited that this project becomes reality now
and my thanks go out to the Troll Lords for all their
support and interest in this!

This book consists of two parts, the first is source
material, the second part is the adventure itself.
The source material details the culture and religion of the race of the ogres.
It inculdes a couple of Prestige Classes for ogres only, a close view on
their vile deity 'Vhapragg', magic items, new equipment, and a lot of useful
info on ogrish warfare. All the information in the source part is very useful
-in parts necessary- for running the included adventure. Of course, you
can just as well use the source material without using the adventure...
The adventure is intended for 4-6 characters of 10th - 12th level, maybe
even a little higher. It continues and expands the plot begun with 'Dundrad
Spire' (see here) but can also be used as a stand-alone module.

Here's a short summary, please forgive me for not giving away too much:

Returning from the battle at Dundrad Spire, the heroes take a few days off
in a nearby small town, enjoying the peace and the local taverns. The peace
is not to last though. Caravans start to disappear, travellers do not return
and the royal herald does not show up this month. What has happened?
What does all this mean? The heroes are hired to find some answers- and
what they find lets all their nightmares pale. War is not over. It has not
even begun yet... Suddenly they find themselves in the middle of an
apocalyptic scenario with the fate of their homeland in their hands. Are
they brave enough to take this challenge? Are they ready to take their
stand against an overpowering and merciless enemy? This adventure will
separate men from mice... Get ready, storm's coming up!”



The Sojourne of Cirle’The Sojourne of Cirle’The Sojourne of Cirle’The Sojourne of Cirle’The Sojourne of Cirle’
Steve Fesperman

The sojourne of Cirle’, ninth son of House tenGarion, found him newly
arrived in Outremere with the human Sienna NaeLand, his constant com-
panion of the last six moons. His thirst for knowledge of humankind, of
the strange cultures of Erde, has been enriched almost beyond his ability
to absorb, and now he relaxes in the Inn of the Whispering Owl, idly
listening to the bawdy laughter of the ranchers and farmers without and
below. He might be well enough to travel in three or four days.

Sipping his frothy wine – so sour and unlike the delicate vintages pressed
from the succulent blue grapes of Shindolay, but refreshing to his elven
senses in its own exotic way – he contemplates the aromatic commoners
guiding their herds and flocks in the street below his window. Mankind
has an uncommon regard for the rule of law, he thinks, recalling the ease
and confidence with which a mere magistrate cowed the mighty. By
Daladon’s two swords, that was a spectacle he never expected to see!

His thoughts are interrupted by the heavy knock which leaves the door
shuddering in its pintels. Before he can reply it swings open and Sienna
swaggers in, ignoring his frown, and sits insolently on his cot.

“You’ve been moping up here all day, curly. Sun’s going down. We need to
figure where we’re going next. What say?”

“Human, you may be without equal when it comes to knocking things on
the head, but you lack the most basic elements of civility. You are imperti-
nent.”

“Right. Listen, we’ve seen Ascalon, little good it did us, and we’ve been in
this godforsaken ghetto of a village for almost a week. I think we should
head south, toward the coast. Maybe find a ship bound for Ionus. I mean,
I just remembered I could ride; what if something else comes back once
we’re aboard? What if I was a sailor, or maybe a marine? If I step in one
more cowpie or splat of sheepdoo I’m going to whack somebody. What do
you say, curly? Let’s get back on the road.”

“You imbecile, I’m in no condition to ride. I had an arrow in my chest!”

“And you’re another. What’s an imbecile? Anyway, we won’t be riding: I
sold the horses. What do you say, curly? South in the morning?”

“It’s Cirle’. You know this. You’ve known it since Sienna. Say it.”

“What are you talking about?”

“My name. Say it, or I stay here for another week.”

“By Unklar’s breath, for such a learned cove, you’re the one who’s
an...inkabile.”

“Imbecile. Say it!”

“Blast you, elf!” She stood up, towering over him. She wrinkled her brow
and glared at him with ice in her eyes, but the elf glared back. They held

this pose for half a minute, until at last Sienna relaxed and propped her
hands on her hips.

Frowning, she uttered the word – ‘Coor-lay’ – and raised one eyebrow
expectantly.

“Thank you.” He eased himself painfully from the chair, not daring to let
her see the smile in his eyes, and began checking his pack, making sure of
his meager belongings. “I’ll be ready to leave at dawn.”

“Good.” The tall warrior moved toward the door as if nothing had hap-
pened. “I’ll see you in the common room. Supper in a quarter hour.”

Cirle’ didn’t look after her, but his hearing was far better than she sup-
posed. His keen elven ears caught the whispered ‘curly’ as she moved
swiftly down the stairs, and he sighed. But as he finished his inventory
and limped toward the door for the evening meal he reflected: She was
wonderfully observant, the creature, and six moons was plenty of time to
learn precisely how good his hearing was.

As he descended the stairs to the smell of mutton he was smiling again. He
remembered the Shindolay blessing: “May no new thing arise.” With
Sienna’s lost memory, *everything* was a new thing, and he found him-
self looking forward to the morrow in spite of himself. Some blessings
weren’t worth the breath it took to utter them.

--Outremere, 1097md--

Editors Note:  This is our first bit of fan submitted material.  Steve originally contrib-
uted this story to Troll Lord Games via our website.  We hope that Steve continues to tell
the tale of Cirle’ and Sienna NaeLand for all to enjoy (hint, hint, wink, wink).  If anyone
should have any other tales to tell, please send us your story or post it on our website at
www.trolllord.com.

The Hermit
by Gary Gygax

Through scrying and divination, there
is no doubt that Lodash the Hermit is
alive and somewhere within the fast-
ness of the mountains where he has
dwelled for so long.  But some Power
of his seems to blur all attempts to
contact him or to pinpoint the exact
location in which he resides.  You are
commanded by the King to find and
return the recalcitrant hermit, alive!
A new module by Gary Gygax written
for both the d20 and Lejendary Ad-

venture Game Systems.  This is an adventure for four or more medium
level adventurers.



Wisdom of the Frog God
Bill Webb of Necromancer Games

necromancergames.com

Equality in Dungeon and Dragons
What Classes Kick Hiny..

Hope everyone enjoyed last week’s column and that all of you are back to
killing 200 orcs. In this week’s column, we will investigate the relative
power of the various classes (no prestige classes yet!) in 3E. One of the
things I really hated about previous editions of the game was that certain
classes, notably thieves, were simply inferior to others (notably wizards).
Sure, you needed a bunch more experience points to get to 5th level, but at
that point the wizard (5th) and the thief (6th) were nowhere even close to
the same level of power. Hide in shadows? Bah! I have invisibility! Move
silently? So what, I can fly. Pick locks? Meaningless…. I cast knock.

3rd edition has done a great deal to equalize the classes. I have rated each
class in terms of power and fun to play. If you spend 90% of your time
talking to the elves in the bar, you will undoubtedly disagree with me. No
longer does the rogue die from the fireball (evasion)…no longer are the
thief’s skills limited to things a wizard or a cleric can do better  (though
some still are). But are all PC classes created equal? Let’s see….

The Barbarian  is unequivocally the king of whoop-ass at lower levels.
He is faster, stronger (especially when angry) and has more hit points than
anyone. At higher levels, only the fighter can take him one on one. His
lack of heavy armor can be his downfall, but he can deal death rapidly and
with great fury. Decent (though not great) class bonus skills make up for
(in part) his lack of feats (compared to the fighter). The question is…Why
ever take more than a few levels of barbarian?

The Frog God rates the Barby a 6/10.

The Bard is without a doubt the second worst 3E class. Holy Hand Gre-
nades Batman…break out the black leather and rapiers! Lousy saves, lousy
spells (with some exception), good skills (but not enough of them), lousy
armor, and only weak special class skills make this guy the one that every-
one wants around, but no one wants to be stuck playing. Even the cleric/
medic of yesteryear had it better. Sure you can do well in a city…but the
straight rogue smokes you almost every time. If you are playing one of
these anti-power PCs, you better hope the DM loves harpies.

The Frog God rates the Bard a 3/10.

The Cleric is the 3E wunderkind. The game designers must have felt a
little to sorry for the aforementioned medic boy, because they really opened
up a can of worms with this guy.  Not only do you get bonus spells for
wisdom (like in previous editions), but also you get bonus spells for your
god’s influence areas!!! Oh, and they added a bunch of offensive spells,
and free healing switch outs! The domain abilities are fairly well in bal-
ance except for Luck, Trickery, Travel and Death. Rerolls (Luck) are just
plain evil. Invisible, flying nuns are not very fair either. Then there is
death touch…Oh my Demon! The best is the guy with the invisible, si-
lent, non-detected guy with the death touch. Then there are the booster
spells  (for stats) that last for hours. Oh, did I mention that these guys get
pretty decent weapons, and any armor. A hasted cleric (via those cheap
boots made by his wizard pal) is truly a frightening site. Those of you
who have not tried it yet…always, always, always haste the cleric. Not
the barbarian, not the fighter; always the cleric. Then watch the giant die

from 2 cause critical wounds delivered without fail  (barring a 1) each
round. Oh, the guy has some of the best roleplaying potential as well. If
you don’t believe me, have your PC group all play neutral aligned
clerics…just watch the monsters all die.

The Frog God rates the Cleric a 10/10.

The Druid at first glance looks to be a cleric with lousy spells, terrible
weapons and weak armor. A month ago, I would have rated this one with
the bard. Then my wife’s PC changed my mind. If you want to play a druid,
forget the cool damage spells like heat metal and entangle; stock up quick
on those speak with animal and animal friendship spells. Then go find big,
mean pets (apes and dire lions seem to work the best), magic fang spells
and summon ally spells. The lion deals about 50 points a round, and only
misses really high ACs. The ape (cheap at a CR 3 summon) is a hammer
man. Look at the damage potential! The druid also makes a great scout.
Trackless step and shapechanging ability make the pesky druid the DM’s
nightmare. If you play with Relics and Rituals spells…check out Hunter’s
Stalk. The druid can hurt no one. But the druid’s friends can smoke them.
Summon a dire wolverine!

The Frog God rates the Druid a 7/10.

The Fighter is a death-dealing machine. Add a level of barbarian, and one
of ranger, and this guy will kick your butt. Why is he so great? FEATS,
FEATS, FEATS. Great armor, great weapons, and a little too much game-
designer induced skill to use them. An 8th level human fighter has 9 feats
(compare that to the ranger, paladin or barbarian (4 each)! I don’t think I’ll
even bother to go into the sick possibilities. Sure, your skills suck, and
your saves are one-dimensional, but that’s why you hang out with clerics!
These guys are great.

The Frog God rates the fighter a 9/10.

The Monk , while I personally hate them, is much improved over its previ-
ous edition counterparts. Now that your high skills count for you in com-
bat, you are not that bad. Lots of damage potential, lots of cool special
abilities, fast movement and the best saves in the game, all combine for a
playable, reasonably powerful PC. The wisdom bonus to your AC isn’t
terrible either. Anyone who plays a “small” monk should be taken out and
shot.

The Frog God rates the Monk a 7/10 (but still hates them).

The Paladin has gone from the best PC class to one of the worst. A fighter
without feats and a cleric with few spells. Smite Evil (weak), Turn Undead
(weak), Special Mount (oh, goody) and Divine Health (yippee!) are all
poor substitutes for 5 extra feats! The save bonus and lay on hands are
nice, but not that great. Fear immunity is really the highlight of the pally’s
career. None of these justify the loss of the feats AND the severe align-
ment restrictions. Sadly this guy is now the woman they show as the iconic
PC in the PHB.

The Frog God rates the pally as a 4/10.

The Ranger, in a word, just sucks. Get out your knee-pads. No one in
their right mind would ever play one of these guys past 1 level of the class.
You get all the goodies at 1st level, and basically nothing after that. Great
skill points and skills, but no bonus feats and weak special abilities (after
1st level). Basically, this guy is a weak fighter, with shoddy armor and an
extra attack at –4 to hit for 1d6 damage. Why did this guy not just stay a
warrior NPC?

The Frog God rates the ranger a 1/10.



The Rogue is vastly improved over previous editions of the game. Great
skills 9and lots of them), outstanding class abilities, in particular the sneak
attack bonus. If you surprise someone you get at least 2 shots at the sneak
before they can react! So what if you only do 1d4 damage, when you add
5d6 to each! The rogue also has some great class-only skills, decipher
script being one of the best. The fact that traps can only be disarmed by
rogues above a certain difficulty class makes this guy invaluable too. The
higher level special abilities make the rogue viable even when the wizard
is casting Mord’s Sword. A must have for every party, and fun to play too.

The Frog God rates the Rogue a 8/10.

The Sorcerer was perhaps the hardest PC class for me to rate. A one-trick
pony for sure, but if you want a battle mage, this is your guy. Lots of
shield, magic missile, web, acid arrow, fireball, lightning bolt, phantas-
mal killer, etc., etc. Or the fighter Sorcerer, with shield, mage armor, in-
visibility, mirror image, displacement, bull’s strength, and polymorph self
(into a troll?). This guy is tough. The real problem is the lack of being able
to really do anything useful in many, many cases. A severe lack of spell
selection and the fact that he gets higher-level spells slower than the wiz-
ard make him not as good. Still, there is something redeeming about being
able to cast magic missile 6 times or so for 5d4+5 damage each time. I
think these guys are kind of boring though. Really now, are their any back-
grounds that don’t involve a “I was kicked out (estranged, driven away,
orphaned) and lost my family because I was a charismatic weirdo?”

The Frog god rates the sorcerer a 6/10.

The Wizard  has the best spells in the game, and the free scribe scroll feat
makes him one of the best PC classes. The bonus feats don’t suck either.
Oh, take craft wondrous items as soon as you can; then make your cleric a
pair of boots of speed…Not the machine gun the sorcerer is, but as long as
your Intelligence is decent, and you specialize in a school of magic, you
get adequate spells. You need a few more experience points to make up for
losses during item creation, but the items are cheap! Make 10 sleep scrolls
at first level as soon as you can. Your party will give you all the gold you
need, I promise.

The Frog God rates the Wizard a 9/10.

So, what would I take in a party of 4 or 6? Always 1 rogue and 1 cleric. In
a group of 4, I think a fighter and a wizard as well. In a group of 6, 1
wizard, 1 rogue, 2 clerics and 2 fighters (or maybe a fighter and a barby,
who would convert to fighter at 3rd level). Thoughts?

Next issue’s column will focus on two topics of disgust for many old-time
DMs. Ability boosting items and spells, and magic item creation in gen-
eral. Do the redeeming qualities of these new rules outweigh the power
PCs they create? Is it better or worse for the game? Until next time, may
the slime not get too deep!

Tsathogga

Disagree with Bill Webb.  Power up and prove him wrong, show
us your best PC and we’ll show you our best.  Rules of the
game.  Create a 5th level anything.  Take 75 attribute points
and divide them up as you will into the stat of your choosing.
Give your PC average hit points.  Take 50,000 gp to equip him...
magic and all.  Then we have get to have a big brawl with your
submissions.  The winner gets a kudo...

Submissions go to seeker@trolllord.com, title - The Brawl.

The Codex of Erde
This 256 page d20 hardback book contains all the information
you will need to run a game in the world of Erde.  It contains a
players section with the races, languages, guilds, new prestige
classes, weapons, spells, and other goodies, as well as a DM’s sec-
tion with new magic items, monsters, races and more.

Look for the mini-module introducing the players to Gaxmoor by
the father of role playing himself, Gary Gygax.

There are compiled histories and geographies of the world record-
ing over 12,000 years of history,  from Erde's creation, through the
Goblin -Dwarf wars, to the age of Winter Dark and after.  There
are descriptions of over
30 lands, peoples old
and new, rulers, their
heraldry and much
much more.

The Codex is a hard-
back d20 System
rulebook/sourcebook
on The World of Erde.
It Contains everything
Players and DMs need
to run a campaign, in-
cluding new d20 stats,
spells, monsters, dei-
ties, races, classes,
weapons and magic
items.

Seeker Feats
In this column we are introducing a feat of the bi-week.  If you have a feat
that you think the troll lords may like to use in their game go ahead and
submit it.  If it passes the desire test and then the play test, then it goes in
the Seeker.

This weeks feat, Improve Range, was selected by Mac Golden as one of
his favorites.  The reasoning behind this one is simple.  Mac plays one of
the meanest Wizards in town.  And I mean mean.  He is always looking for
a way to up the power and increase the slaughter potential because he
does not like to be disagreed with.  All he needs now is a double daggar,
single-swing leap attack to make his Wizard a real homebody.  But check
this feat out for increasing the range of spells.  Contributed by Dery Zoltan.

IMPROVE RANGE:

You can cast spells at a greater range increment.
Benefits:
    Increases the range of a spell by one range increment. (e.g. Range of Personal
becomes Touch; range of Touch becomes Close etc.) Ranges given in feet become
multiplied by 4. The spell must have a listed range to be affected. A spell affected by
Improve Range requires a spell slot 2 levels higher than the original spell level. This
feat may only be taken once.



IIIIINZAE

For those playing adventures in the Inzae setting or using the
‘Death on the Treklant’ series as part of their homebrewed campaign
might find the following informatio useful.

Halpveg, Frisia and Jugensborg are the most important towns located in
Halpveg and Holdings.  The basic stats for each of the cities is provied
below as well as a very brief description of that city.  Other than those
listed here, the inhabitants of Halpveg and Holdings live in small thorps,
usually numbering no more than 100 people, or individual family resi-
dences.  The closer these villages are to Halpveg and Frisia, the less likely
they are to have anny walled protection.  Those further away tend to live in
fortified settlements though these generally consist of nothing more than
wooden  pallisades.

Halpveg: Small Town; Pop 1700, GP Limit: 800; Available Cash: 16,800
gp; Autocratic; Lawful Neutral; 85% human, 5% halfling, 5% dwarf, 3%
gnome, .5% elf, 1.5% other.

Significant NPCs:  Baron Premiger; Human; Lord of Halpveg and Hold-
ings; lvl 4 aristocrat/6 Fighter.  Constable Kratun de Granag; Human;
constable; lvl 1 aristocrat/3 fighter.  Frandis Merkite ; Human; Keeper of
the Wood; lvl 4 Ranger.  Thinhaus Friling ; Dwarf; resident cleric; lvl 5
cleric.  Sintoot Dandeemeen; Gnome; Owner of Stillwater Tavern; lvl 3
expert.

Significant Places:  Stillwater ; tavern.  Merkads; armorer.  Vakness;
temple/House of Heimdal.

Halpveg is a walled town.  It has two entries and sits astride a small creek.
Most of the inhabitants are involved in agricultural pursuits and logging.
Stillwater tavern is the local gathering place and Baron Premiger is occa-
sionally found in it.  As the seat of his power, Premiger can call up 100 lvl
1 warriors and 50 lvl 1 fighters for the towns defense.

Halpveg is surrounded by many thorps and individual settlements.  These
are close to the city (within 20 miles).  The inhabitants retreat to the Halpveg
in times of trouble.  They are indifferntly patrolled.  Few have anything
more than a local gathering hole and an occasionally, a shrine.

Frisia: Village; Pop 500, GP Limit: 200; Available Cash: 5,000 gp; Auto-
cratic; Lawful Neutral; 90% human, 3% halfling, 1% dwarf, 3% gnome,
1% goblin, 2% other.

Significant NPCs:  Freenin Kreeldus; Human (F); constable; lvl 4 war-
rior.  Grandlin Traster ; Human; Keeper of the Wood; lvl 3 Ranger.
Geejznard; Goblin; Merchant; lvl 5 expert.  Ronart Tonnahor; Human;
owner of Bierkeller; lvl 3 commoner.  Vektin Malbous; Human (F); Cleric
lvl 3.

Significant Places:  Bierkeller ; tavern.

Frisia is primarily a logging community.  great trees are cut and sent to
Bergholt via Halpveg for the making of masts.  Also, movement of goods
from The Drazkleed passes through here.  Several goblins (Kdyzj) mer-
chants reside in town to facilitate this movement of goods.  The town is
walled with a wooden pallisade.  A mote is in the process of being dug.

Jugensborg: Hamlet; Pop 200, GP Limit: 100; Available Cash: 2,000 gp;
Autoratic; Chaotic Good; 50% human, 10% halfling, 30% dwarf, 5%
gnome, 2% goblin, 3% other.

Significant NPCs:  Dostman Frayer; Dwarf; constable; lvl 4 warrior/2
rogue.  Krater Bigglemun; Human; Keeper of the Wood; lvl 4 Ranger.
Kzreegdm; Goblin; Merchant; lvl 2 expert/3 rogue.  Pasternat Kret;
Human; owner of Trundles Inn; lvl 4 warrior.  Kartina Lambiden ; Hu-
man; Cleric lvl 4.

Significant Places:  Trundles Inn; tavern.

Jugensborg sits astride the Treklant Creek along the Kambria.  It is little
more than an extremely large tavern.  It is heavily fortified and all the
inhabitants live within the wooden walls surrounding the tavern.  The bridge
crossing the Treklant gives way immediately to Jugensborg and the guard
post there.  Passage for merchants or caravans is heavilt taxed.  The tavern
is usually full with travel

By Shadow of Night:
Bergholt

 As this project developed over the course of 8 months or more it changed in
nature on several occasions. Originally concieved as a short 36 page adven-
ture it turned into a 2 volume (80 pages each) series. Bergholt is a compan-
ion book so it contains vital setting material for the city of Bergholt.

The final conception and production is as follows:

The book is divided into three chapters.

Chapter One is examines the city's history, governance, politics economy,
religion and various intrigues. After this are 40+ settings that are give a close
examination. These include anything from Tea Houses to the City Mint. Enough
information is provided for the DM to devlop many adventures or more de-
tails in within each setting
as well as creating your
own.

Chapter Two contains in-
formation for running ad-
ventures in Bergholt. Wan-
dering encounters are
listed, several intersting
encounters are presented
and NPC stats for various
city inhabitants are provided.

Chapter Three is an adventure. The adventure is designed to introduce PC to
Bergholt's culture and environment. It is roleplay intense.  One need not kill
anything to be successful.  Another 20+ settings are examined and a few
from chapter one are expanded upon.

Part Two to the series, ‘Beneath the Black Moon: Begholt,' further explores
the city and should be released within 30 days of Part I's release.



An Ode
Todd:
Just three more months until we're broke!

Davis:
We must find a way to stay afloat.
I'm sure that we can find a way
to make this trollish business pay!

Steve:
I'm sure that this will sound absurd
but I have not heard I have not heard!
I did not hear a single word -
tell me should I be concerned?

Davis:
Fear not, dear Steve, for we are thinking.
We WILL succeed - for we are drinking!
We have delayed this book for ages
and still you needs write three more pages!
Make haste! Make haste! Brook no delay!
This book was due out yesterday!

Todd:
I have a rememdy for your fear.
Here, Davis, have another beer.

AGive AwayGive AwayGive AwayGive AwayGive AwayA
As is generally the case at Troll Lord Games, I (being
somewhat of socialist leaning - or so I am told by those
other than real socialist) am always want to give some-
thing away.  Much to the chagrin of my younger brother,
I usually manage this by offering prizes through various
contests such as guessing your birthdate correctly.  An-
other devious method I employ is by enacting these con-
tests of great mental agility on those forums which I con-
trol.  In this case, The Seeker.  So, to further my ends of
crashing the entire economic system of capitolism, I have
devised another give-away.  It was posted on our mes-
sage boards some time ago but I am reposting it here to
allow for broader participation.

We are giving away three of copies of “The Book of Fa-
miliars.”  To win a free copy of this great tome, the pro-
spective contestant must compose a poem.  The poem
can cover any subject one desires but, the winner is de-
cided upon by a laugh-o-meter.  Five Trollies will sit
around in our local gathering spot, Dang-nabbits, and
have each and every one of the poems delivered to us via
a local thespian.  As we laugh, an independent observer
will rate the volume and length of our laugh (based en-
tirely upon her irritation at our noise making).  That poem
which recieves the longest and loudest laugh - or some
combination of the two - will win.  Well, the top three
will win.

The winners are to recieve one copy of the Book of Fa-
miliars.  So post your poems on our message boards adn
we will accumulate them over time.  The contest ends
the day we recieve the first copy of the book from the
printers - in about 10 weeks.

As sample poem, recovered from our website, is offered
below.

Davis:
Thank Titan! I cannot think while I am sober!
Ye gods - I've knocked my bottle over!

Steve:
Your yeast disaster has smeared my ink!
That's it! We're done! We'll surely sink!
For never yet wise man nor sage
Can rescue words from beer soaked page!
Things are looking very black...
You know, I should have left with Mac...
Alas, alas - we are undone
And just as we were having fun.

Davis:
Ah, Steve, you surely are a bold 'un
To mention that blackguard, Golden!

Todd:
The rent is due - the book's not done!
What's all this talk of having fun!

Steve:
But what is this? We have a fax!
It seems we've snagged the God Gygax!

Huzzah! Gary's saved the day!
For we'll blame him for the Codex delay!

Davis:
AYE! To be sure - Oh sweet rapture!
We'll say he's adding another chapter!

Steve:
I don't know about that - I'm sure I'm smarter...
Look! It says so in our charter
"Steve is gud at riting books...
"and thynking up reel kool plot hooks..."

Todd:
Whoa there, Trollie - peace out - be mellow!
We know you're better than this Gygax fellow!
But still he must be heaven sent
For now we can pay our rent!

Davis, Steve, Todd and the Ghostly Echo of Mac:
Huzzah again! We have not one care!

Davis:
Righto then - pass another beer!

The Book of Familiars
The 'Book of Familiars' examines the oft overlooked but extremely important world of familiars and animal com-
panions found in every campaign but rarely codified. The Book of Familiars brings together a host of talented writers
and artists to bring you a new groundbreaking look at the eleven core classes. Herein we expand the horizons of
familiars and have developed a fully functional, well balanced approach for each character class to gain a familiar or
animal companion. This book answers all those questions for familiars and animal companions that might arise
during play; where do familiars come from, how are they acquired, what are their stats, what are their powers. This
book includes stats on familiars for Wizards, Sorcerers, Druids and Clerics but also includes extensive reference to
those animal companions used by Fighters, Paladins, Rangers such as the Unicorn, Holy steeds, and saber toothed
tigers. A must have for all DMs and players alike.

Within you will find:

• A host of familiars and Companions, some old, some new, but all
brought to you in a standard, usable format.
• A plethora of new Feats which gradually introduce familiars,
animal companions or symbiotes of varying power to the game. Includes
feats such as "Summon Greater Familiar."
• Blends in with ease. All the rules and mechanics of integrating
the character's familiars into any ongoing campaign. Much care has been
taken to balance a character's acquisition of any "companion" with the
existing rules.
• Expand you character's powers in new unheard of directions!
Each familiar or companion brings its patron new abilities or enhances old
ones. These are covered in every detail.
• Learn to harness the powers and abilities of the Symbiotes. In the natu-
ral world there are those creatures that live on the blood and tears of others. In the
Book of Familiars you learn to master these creatures, bending their wondrous
powers to your will. There are seven types of symbiotes to chose from: elemental,
ether, fungus, psychic, sectal, secular, or wurm.
• Introducing the ritual magic of the Guilds of Erde! Upon this war ravaged
world eldritch powers grant the initiates with undreamt of allies. The Cult of the Swords. The Crna Ruk and much
much more.
• A detailed index listing all new and relevant magic Items, spells and companion specific allies.



Historical FootnotesHistorical FootnotesHistorical FootnotesHistorical FootnotesHistorical Footnotes
This column is being added to the Seeker because Steve and myself enjoy excessive and
meaningless pontification.  What, one might wonder, is this little column about?  Well,
one might respond, the column is about historical events or facts that readers might
find of interest.  But, another might adjoin, it is more than just that.  It is also about
cultures that readers might enjoy learning a little about.  Yet, another might add, it also
concerns itself with theory and methodology.  But more still, another might append, ...
well you get the picture.

Steve and I will essentially comment upon anything we are interested in at the moment
of the article being penned, or typed as the case may be.  Some of it may be researched,
some of it may come entirely from the top of our heads.  Sometimes it may be serious,
sometimes not.  Bear in mind though, this is commentary and as such does not repre-
sent the views, beliefs or desires of the editors, employees of Troll Lord Games, the
gaming community, the population of the US at large, or even the author.  So what
should you expect from this column, well, the less you expect the more you get, the
more you expect the less you get.  The responsibility is yours.  So, without further ado
(and in short)...

The Autocracy of Tradition
In or about 1960 Elman Service proposed an interesting theory concerning the col-
lapse of civilizations (and here I will not go into the too oft debated meaning of the
terms civilization and collapse).  He proposed the Law of Evolutionary Principle
(and here I will not go into the meaning of evolution nor its applicability to cultural
development).  This law quite simply states that those cultures with a high degree of
specialization and tradition might not be able to adapt to changing circumstances be-
cause, these specializations and traditions are ill well equipped to handle the new cir-
cumstances and thereby adherence to them contributes to cultural collapse.  Fascinat-
ing theory and quite a jab at many of the hide bound traditionalist dominating America’s
cultural and political landscape at the time.

So, what would this mean in practice.  An example might be offered by Rome.  Rome’s
collapse (and I might add Rome collapsed twice, first the Republic and later with the
Empire - but here I refer to the Empire) was precipitated by many factors including
military defeats, administrative incompetence, disease, economic decline, drought,
extreme role-playing games (gladiatorial rinks) and a myriad number of other prob-
lems.  The interesting thing about these factors is that all of them existed, in one form or
another and in varying degrees, prior to Rome’s collapse.  What changed?

For Service, what changed is the manner of dealing with the problems.  Perhaps it was
the case that the military’s tactics/strategy/administration worked for conquering and
defeating invading armies or invaded territory but not for defeating or assimilating the
huge numbers of peoples moving into Gaul and Espania.  Service’s take on this situation
is that the tried and true methods, encoded by law and tradition quite likely failed the
Romans.  This failure to adapt lead to their collapse instead of their being actually
conquered by outsiders.

The inability to adapt to new circumstances, to dispense with outmoded beliefs and
systems of managing one’s society as a contributor to civilization’s decline has an inter-
esting corollary in evolutionary theory.  It has been suggested that Homo Sapiens lack of
specialized adaptive qualities (ie claws, large canines, etc) in favor of generalized adap-
tive traits (culture, omnivorous, etc) have allowed us to flourish and infest the world
like so many ants at a pic-nic.  The comparison is interesting.  Just as the Dinosaurs
failed to adapt to a changing environment while their smaller more generalized cousins
the mammals, did, ‘Great Traditions’ may be civilization killers while those that adhere
less strictly to the past’s traditions may survive.

Food for thought.  Of course, one first has to accept that civilizations evolve and that
generally the same forces that work in biology work in culture.  Then again, one has to
accept evolution.  One also has to accept the idea of civilization and collapse.  That
aside, the long and short of this is: throw away your TV, shut off your phone, burn your
books, forget the past and start the year anew... Happy New Year.
                                                                            Davis Chenault - blatherer at large

BLOOD ROYALBLOOD ROYALBLOOD ROYALBLOOD ROYALBLOOD ROYAL
What is Blood Royal? What is it about? Why must I own this
adventure module? These are questions that no doubt plague the
mind of anyone looking for hours of good solid adventure for
their players.

Blood Royal is a 48 page adventure module detailing an area of
the Detmold, of the World of Erde. It may be used in any heavily
forested area thick with ancient evils and fairies gone bad.
Blood Royal features a hefty amount of wilderness adventuring,
and enough role playing and intense combat encounters to keep
all kinds of gamers very happy. There are negotiations to be
made, powerful NPC’s to deal with, and dangerous villains to

be overcome. In many
instances the “Quake” style
of 3ed play may be
hazerdous to your PC’s
health as fighting every-
thing is not always the best
solution to your problems!

PCs find themselves called
to a small kingdom within
a deep, enchanted forest,
where family disputes, and
claims to the throne of
King Pellan are coming to
a head. Bitterness and
jealousy leave the king-
dom divided and powerful

forces from the realm of Faerie have a hand in it all.The PCs
actions shape the course of the future for the folk they encounter
for good or ill. Blood Royal makes the PCs the heroes of the tale,
giving them the glory, and not stealing it away to give to a
powerful NPC at the end of the day, making their efforts seem
trivial. I wrote this adventure with a feel for Arthurian legend
and the crossing over into lands which are there, yet not there,
where dreams and reality blend together but ultimately play
themselves out in the mortal realms of the PCs.

As if all the great wilderness stuff isn’t enough Blood Royal also
features several dasterdly dungeon locations where PCs must
use their wits and their skills to overcome perils of mind and
flesh. Blood Royal is the first North American adventure written
and developed for use with the Dwarven Forge Mastermaze
sets. If you dont own or use Dwarven Forge, or find it difficult
to translate maps in modules from other publishers into use with
your Dwarven Forge setups, fear not, the maps were designed
specifically to be Dwarven Forge Friendly!

C.W. Christofferson



SAINT ANTON’S FIRESAINT ANTON’S FIRESAINT ANTON’S FIRESAINT ANTON’S FIRESAINT ANTON’S FIRE
An older module by our newest staff writer, Carolyn Parker.

The town of St. Anton
lies quiet.  Not so much
as a dog can be heard,
and no creatures stir in
the still of the night.
Through back alleys
and quiet streets, along
the castle walls, and the
whole town, all seem
transformed into a
dreamlike lull.  Cobble-
stoned paths wind lazily
up and down small hills,
and in the moonlight,
sagging balconies and

arching trees bow idly over the streets.  There is evil afoot in St.
Anton.  The Baron’s son is dead, murdered by some eldritch
power.  But there are darker plots still.

This adventure challenges players in a unique way.  They must
navigate the thin line between good and evil, face nightmares
unlike any before.  One small slip, one mis-step and the PCs
may usher in a great evil or destroy the perfect good.

We consider this one of our  best adventures to date.  If you like
The Lion in Ropes, this is a must have.

The Angry Gamer
Why the changes?  What are they tinking?  Are there just a bunch
of short sighted, dimwitted money grubbing panderers in
Hollywood?  Now, I know that the movie industry puts out really
good films for the most part, but why must they change things from
the written work? Yes, I am speaking about the second installment
in the Lord of the Rings trilogy, The Two Towers. There were only
a few small changes that I could easily live with in the Fellowship
of the Ring, but, in The Two Towers, some serious liberties were
taken.

Aragorn is a great character. Why did they see the need to have
him separated from King Theoden and his riders during the warg
encounter. I must admit that it looked really impressive, but was it
really necessary? Woldn’t it have looked more impressive if he
charged in with the rest of them and fought alongside of them?
What are the makers trying to do? Find ways to give Liv Tyler
more screen time as Arwen Evenstar?  And the resurrection scene,
come on, give me a break!  That is a ridiculous addition.  It debases
Gandalf’s moment of return and makes the whole story seem as if
it is predetermined.  No hero’s are going to die here.

Elves at Helm’s Deep?! What’s this all about. True there was an
old alliance between elves and men, but the old  alliances were
gone, the elves were leaving.  One of the major points of Helm’s
Deep was to show that man was now on his own.  The only elf that
shown in this dark moment was Legolas! He is the vestige of that
alliance, a symbol of the inevitable and the regret of the elves.

Faramir a kidnapper?! The meeting with the Frodo and Sam, with
Faramir and his men was a  short thing at best. Why must it be
turned into a major point with the hobbits being taken prisoner and
taken  to Osgiliath? This had  nothing to do with the storyline and
added absoulutely nothing to it!  Faramir bcomes less noble and
more impsih because of this.

Where’s my spider!! One of my favorite parts was the encounter
with the spider, Shelob. When Frodo and Sam were entering
Mordor, this was a most excellent obstacle indeed. This was
scratched, and postponed until the next movie!  Any reason?  Good
opening sequence perhaps, but it would have made a really good
closing sequence as well.

Now look! I still enjoyed the movie since I went in with an open
mind. But, Taking such liberties with an  established storyline,
such as this one, is unforgivable!! It is one thing to  bend how events
occurred, but to add things that never happened is completely out
of the question and destroys the whole spirit of the story  without
adding one iota to it !!

The Angiest Man  on Earth, Todd ‘the Mac attack,’ Gray.

Really want to piss the Grayman off and getReally want to piss the Grayman off and getReally want to piss the Grayman off and getReally want to piss the Grayman off and getReally want to piss the Grayman off and get
him going.  Disagree with him.  Go ahead, I darehim going.  Disagree with him.  Go ahead, I darehim going.  Disagree with him.  Go ahead, I darehim going.  Disagree with him.  Go ahead, I darehim going.  Disagree with him.  Go ahead, I dare
you to. Tell him that 1e sucked and 2e ruled.you to. Tell him that 1e sucked and 2e ruled.you to. Tell him that 1e sucked and 2e ruled.you to. Tell him that 1e sucked and 2e ruled.you to. Tell him that 1e sucked and 2e ruled.

Letters to the Editor
If you have comments on any article in The Seeker, Troll Lord Game Products or just
want to know something, please feel free to ask.  Email Davis Chenault at
davis@trolllord.com entitling the email as letter to editor.

Editor

Your last issue of the Seeker brought up an interesting point concerning game
table ettiquette.  I think Todd Gray is right in pointing out that too much joking at
the table can ruin a whole nights gaming experience.  I often arrive at our weekly
game after a long day of work.  I really want to use those precious moments to
enjoy fantasy roleplay.  But I am constanly hampered by friends who continu-
ously joke around while at the table.  If I wanted to joke around and just hang out,
I would go to the nearest bar or comedy club and do it there.  But not at the game.
I wish to give my  support to Todd.  Good luck in stopping the table ‘fun’ - it is
time to play not laugh!

Tray Henderson

Well, all I can say is... I am speechless.



Caroline Parker’s Gaming Recipe
of the bi-Week

Brownies for GreenPiece  What game would be complete

without these little goodies.  Chocolate tooth killers that they are.

2 ounces unsweetened chocolate, chopped
1/2 cup semisweet chocolate chips
3/4 stick (6 tablespoons) unsalted butter
1 1/3 cups sugar
3 large eggs
1 teaspoon vanilla
3/4 cup all-purpose flour
1/4 teaspoon salt
3/4 cup walnuts, chopped coarse

Preheat oven to 350°F. and butter and flour a 9-inch square baking pan,
knocking out excess flour.

In a metal bowl set over a pan of barely simmering water melt chocolates
and butter, stirring, and remove bowl from heat. Cool chocolate mixture.

In a large bowl whisk together sugar, eggs, and vanilla until smooth and
whisk in chocolate mixture. Add flour and salt and stir until combined
well. Stir in walnuts and spread batter in prepared pan. Smooth top and
bake in middle of oven 30 to 40 minutes, or until a tester comes out with
crumbs adhering. Cool brownies in pan on a rack and cut into 3-inch
squares.

The Dice that make the Men

In the last issue we took a look at the stats that make the man.  In this issue
we will take a closer look at those stats.  How does one derive, extrapolate,
represent or numerize those stats for slaughter and killing.  If you follow
the very simple directions offered below, in the order prescribed, you can
generate those stats in mere moments of your time.

Might  - ones physical strength
Agility  - one’s speed and hand-eye coordination
Toughness - one’s mental and physical ability to withstand punishment
Comliness - one’s charisma, ego, appearance
Life Points - the numerical representative of one’s body’s ability to take
damage before collapsing into a heap of mangled and shredded flesh and
bone.

1) Pick one stat as your specialty.  Every stat has an effect on the game,
even Comliness, so choose well.  This selection does not occur after any
dice rolls but beforehand.  This one is the hand of  fate casting a favorable
eye upon your character (well, sorta since you get to uide the hand of fate).
The other hand, quite oblivious to its sister’s favorable gift, decides the
others in a random, haphazard and seemingless senseless roll of the dice.
Often times they are at odds but on an occasion, they are not.  The loser in
that battle is always the character.

2) Each stat is randomly generated by rolling 5d4 and adding up the re-
sults.  Add them together.  Its the total you are looking for.  This is the
numerical representation accompanying the stat.  These numbers normally
occur between 5 and 20.

There is one exception to this generation, Life Points.  These are dis-
cussed  below.

3) That specialty stat you chose in step one, that stat receives a + 1d2
points added to it.  As mentioned above, the specialty stat elevates one
number by 1 or 2 points.  Though this may not sound like a lot - you’re
right, it isn’t.  But it might give you that slight edge in combat that makes
the difference between life and death for your character.  With up to 2
points added as a specialty stat, one can go as high as 22.  This is rare, so
count your lucky starts when it occurs.  Or, better yet, quit counting the
stars and start hacking your opponents to little bits of meat.

4) The Life Points I mentioned earlier, add 10 points to this result.  This
should give you between 15 and 30 life points.  And, if you chose Life
Points as your specialty stat, hoo dee hoo, you can have up to 32 Life
Points.

Enter all this information on a character sheet, a 3x5 card, a napkin, piece
of toilette paper, the palm of your hand. the pate of your bald friends head
or anything with which you can track the information.

That my friend is that!  Your character is almost ready to die.

In next week’s Seeker I will give the basic outline of hitting people and
getting hit by people or gladiating if you will.

Troll KnucklesTroll KnucklesTroll KnucklesTroll KnucklesTroll Knuckles

Troll Knuckles is a dice game of chance and
skill.  The point of Troll Knuckles is to roll
a winning combination of numbers on three
consecutive rolls of the dice, choosing one
number from each set of rolls.  The final set
of numbers is called a gut and each set of
rolls is called a slice.  The goal is to take
one number from each set of rolls - the slice
- and use those numbers to develop a win-
ning group of numbers - the gut.  The win-
ning sets are listed at the end of the rules.

Seal of Approval

Davis Chenault’s Gaming Recipe of the Bi-Week
Healthy Snacks for Hungry Gamers!

Greenies Examining the recipe provided by Caroline, I have decided to offer a healthy

alternative to such a sweet snack.
2 ounces unsweetened tofu chunks
1/2 cup semisweet garbonzo beans
3/4 stick (6 tablespoons) conola oil
1 1/3 cups whey
3 large beets
1 teaspoon nutmeg
3/4 cup all-purpose bermuda  grass
1/4 teaspoon paprika
3/4 cup broccolli, chopped coarse

Chop all this crap up, stick it in a blender, mix in some water and blend away for about an hour
or two.  Remove contents, place in bowl and stare at it for a minute.  Now you know why I
gave up being a vegetarian!



To purchase any Troll Lord  Product contact your local
retailer or visit us on the web at www.trolllord.com.

Troll Lords Games’ Studios to work with Kenzer & Co.!

LITTLE ROCK, AR -- Jan. 02, 2003 --Troll Lord Games is
pleased to announce that they have entered into agreements
with Kenzer & Co. to help write and develop the book “Dan-
gerous Denizens Monsters of Tellene” for the D&D® King-
doms of Kalamar.®

Stephen Chenault had this to say “This is a wonderful oppor-
tunity for TLG to expand and grow.  We’ve long nurtured the
idea of developing a Studio to work with other manufacturers.
And who better than Kenzer & Co to begin this venture.  We’ve
long since felt that Kenzer’s  approach to gaming is akin to our
own and developing monsters for the Kalamar setting should
be both challenging and exciting.”

We’re confident the guys at Troll Lord are going to do a great
job on this book.  And fans will be sure to see the kind of
creative and innovative qualities they’ve come to expect from
Kenzer & Company.

The “Dangerous Denizens Monsters of Tellene” is being writ-
ten by Brian Jelke and Troll Lord Games Studios and goes on
sale in May, 2003.  It retails for $24.99.

About Troll Lord Games
Troll Lord Games debuted at Gencon 2000.  Alongside it’s
hallmark d20 line and The Codex of Erde, TLG publishes Fiend
Games, Gary Gygax.  For more information, visit our web site
www.trolllord.com. Copyright 2001, Troll Lord Games. “d20
System” and the d20 System logo are Trademarks owned by
Wizards of the Coast and are used with
permission.

About Kenzer & Company
For more information on Kenzer & Company, check out
www.kenzerco.com.   Kingdoms of Kalamar is a registered
trademark of Kenzer & Company.  D&D  is a trademark owned
by Wizards of the Coast, Inc., a subsidiary of Hasbro, Inc. and
is used by Kenzer & Company under license.

New and Newsworthy from the Troll Dens


